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Radio Direction Finding
Joe Moell PE. KDOV
PO Box 2508
Fullerton CA 92633

Testing Mstro~l's
TransmitterFingerprinter
According to many hams, Southern
California has a reputation for being
the repeater-jamming capital of the
world. As someone who has traveled
and talked to many repeater owners
and users, I think that reputation is undeserved. The sad truth is that you
can find e:tampies of illegai repeater
use in big cities and smail towns everywhere.
With hundreds of coordinated 2
meter repeaters between Santa Barbara and the Mexican border, hams
here can be proud that oniy a handful
have ongoing problems with jamming,
bootleggers, and unidentified transmjssions. The rest are fuil of friendly
and helpful hams who seldom face
these problems.
Of course, there are occasions
when nets and round tables on even
our "cleanesi" repeaters are brought
to a halt by carriers, tones, and cuss
words. When a phone call goes out
to a radio direction finding (RDF)
team, the job is not easy if there are
many perpetrators in scattered locations. It would be a huge help to be
able to separate and identify which
transmissicns come from which
source.

Just Like Snowflakes
We all know that every human is
uniaue and can be identified from all
others by differences in the skin patterns on the fingertips and DNA in the
cells, These methods require the person to submit to examination or testrng. When this is not posslble or desired, a voiceprint can be done from a
distance, without the knowledge of the
subject, at the cost of greater uncertainty.
Similarly, every radio transmitter is
unique. You cannot read the serial
number on its nameplate from a distance, but you can identify it by analyzing, with sufficient precision, the
characteristics of its signal. Differences in signals, however slight, are
always present due to differences in
individual parts and the randomness
in factory testing and tuning techniques.
You may have heard reports of
unique transmitter "signatures" and a
technique called "fingerprinting" to
identify rigs used for illegal activities
and to apprehend their owners. What
these reports usually leave out is the
fact that this technique was invented
by a ham and such equipment is now
available for purchase.
A Sleepless Experimenter

When I spent nine months on
assignment in Seattle back in 1972,
the city's most popular repeater
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Figure I . Two consecutive transmissions from a crystal-controlled repeater transmitter. S~jbaudibletone modulation (CTCSS) is plainly visible. TxlD-1 computes
and displays the CTCSS frequency below the trace.

Figure 2. Two consecutive transmissions from the same R-530 handie-talkie on
the same frequency. Except for the ringing duration, the fingerprints are almost
identical.
was run by Phil Ferrell W7PUG, an
engineer at The Boeing Company.
Today, this repeater is as popular as
ever, Phil is K7PF, and he has retired
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Photo A. All you need to take transmitter fingerprints is a suitable receiver and a computer with the TxlD-7 hardware and software installed. Not shown is an optional tape recorder for documenting audio and fingerprints simultaneously
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to work on his own pet projects.
In the mid '80s, when unidentified
signals appeared on the Seattle repeater Phil decided to fight back by
using his knowledge of signal analysis.
He reasoned that most of the offending transmitters were owned by licensed hams and could be identified
by comparing their signals to those of
regular and occasional repeater users.
The first design challenge was to
figure out what signal characteristics
to look at. "I had heard FM transmitters come on the air on top of one another," says Phil. "There would be a
heterodyne with a chirp or quickly warbling tone at the beginning, as the
phase-locked loop (PLL) settled on
frequency. I researched PLL theory,
which goes into a branch of math involving Gilbert transforms. That wasn't
helpful, so I tried looking at it as a iowbandwidth FM phenomenon:'
After some experimentation, his
transmitter fingerprinting scheme took
shape. It takes 2,048 instantaneous
frequency samples at 100 microsecond intervals at the beginning of a
transmission, then averages and filters
this data to display and record 64 super-samples of frequency versus time.
"Amplitude and multipath don't
have much effect," says K7PF. "It's a
robust technique and works under
almost all conditions. Even on signals
of -120 or -125 dBm, when the audio
is almost unintelligible, the low bandwidth of the system gives a pretty
decent fingerprint:'

